Abstract: This study aims to introduce a new method to reduce the time needed for text retrieval systems by building word dictionary takes the advantage of enumerating each string, multi hashing methodology stop-words extraction and word stemming; dictionary-based text mining has an important role in understanding and analyzing large text datasets that used in any searching, matching and information retrieval systems. All of these systems mainly imply dealing with strings (i.e., undefined number of alphabet characters of each word and an undefined number of words in a sentence) and text processing operation. This has a significant effect on the execution time for the systems due to the overhead hidden-operations (like, symbols matching calculations and character conversion operations). Some of the attained experimental results are provided for these operations with a comparison between the proposed method results and those belong to the traditional method; which directly deals with strings only. Results comparisons are provided for each step to understand the advantage of the proposed approach. The results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach that reduces the execution time for each step, which in turn leads to improve the overall execution time for the whole system while maintaining the accuracy of the operations.
INTRODUCTION
Dictionary based text mining has a significant role in enabling practitioners in understanding and analyzing large text datasets. In addition, the dictionary commonly used in information extraction, entity annotation, classification and link analysis tasks. Users vary among experts and ordinary ones and the linguistic rule-sets and pre-packaged dictionary-based components are preferred to be utilized in real world applications. These components are used in text processing operations for making the text easily accessible, simplify browsing and facilitate the process of understanding corpora (Godboles et al., 2010) . There are many text mining tools that can be used for building a text mining dictionary (e.g., lexical analyzer, stopwords filtering, hash-indexing system, etc.). Many studies have investigated the effect of these tools in the text pre-processing systems.
Yao and Ze-Wen (2011) have used three different filter algorithms that designed and implemented to stopword filtering. Then, they compared the efficiency of these algorithms according to the experiments that have done. The results indicated that the hash-filter method was the fastest method (Yao and Ze-Wen, 2011) . Ayral and Yavuz (2011) have proposed an automated method that used to identify stop words in order to improve classification of natural language content. Popova et al. (2013) have proposed methods to automatic stop list feeding due to the scope of interdisciplinary methods applied. This method allows for improving the quality of key phrase extraction on the stage of the candidate key phrase building (Popova et al., 2013) . Willett (2006) had improved the original Porter stemming algorithm. Also, he provided an overview of its subsequent use (Willett, 2006) . Joshi et al. (2016) proposed a modified version of the Porter stemmer to overcome some of the limitations of the old algorithm version and provide some features that made it more useful in information retrieval (Joshi et al., 2016) . Stein and Potthast (2007) have presented two developed hashes-based indexing approaches and compared the performance improvements in real-world retrieval systems (Stein and Potthast, 2007) . Also, Singh et al. (2009) have used the Modified Word Searching Algorithm (MWSA) that matches the hash value of the same length for text T and pattern P. The experimental results showed the proposed MWSA algorithm is much faster than the WSA algorithm (Singh et al., 2009) .
Dictionaries not only store the important words for the datasets, but also rules which are composed of some Sakurai et al. (2001) have proposed a method that automatically builds the rules and their classes from the original text data by using an inductive learning method. The result showed that the fuzzy inductive learning algorithm is appropriate for the acquisition of the rules. In addition, this method acquires rules which provide higher accuracy through numerical experiments based on 10-fold cross validation and using daily business reports in retailing (Sakurai et al., 2001) . The dynamic dictionary can be used for both Compression and data retrieval operations from large dataset. So, Bhadade and Trivedi (2011) proposed a pre-compression technique that can be applied to the original text files. The output of this technique could be utilized in the available standard compression techniques (e.g., BZIP2 and arithmetic coding) because the proposed method provides better compression ratio. The suggested algorithm used the dynamic dictionary that must be created at run-time. Also, it is suitable for retrieving the phrases from the compressed file (Bhadade and Trivedi, 2011) .
The objective of this study is twofold: firstly, to build a dictionary to be utilized for analyzing a text with text mining mechanisms. This dictionary can be used to extract expressive concepts from documents in order to provide fast retrieval systems; secondly to speed up the text-mining techniques and reduce the memory and CPU consumption. Hence, a new method was proposed to handle the string operations as a sequence of numbers instead of a sequence of characters to reduce the hidden cost of the string operations.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The overall design of the proposed system is shown in Fig. 1 ; it consists of three stages:
• Lexical analysis • Building main dictionary • Indexing database system Lexical Analysis stage is used to extract the useful data using enumeration operation for all input documents. While, the purpose of Building Main Dictionary is to extract a set of words, which can be used as attributes, from the original files to decrease the execution time of retrieval systems as a result of reducing the search space size. Finally, the document indexing stage was used to determine, automatically, the most and least significant words exist in any dataset to help the system in partitioning the search space to multiple nodes; this will be cause further reduce in the time that needs for doing any retrieval process.
Lexical analysis stage:
Preprocessing methods play very substantial role in text mining system and its applications (Vijayarani et al., 2015) . The first step in Lexical Analysis stage is the enumeration operation. This operation means changing the way in which the underlying data is stored for each variable. Whereas, the computer stores the string in the form of byte for each character (i.e., the number of bytes that used to represent a string is equivalent to the length of that string). While numbers are stored in a fixed length of bytes (such as 4 bytes for integer and 8 bytes for long), this will affect the storage required to store all documents in each dataset (Clapson, 2014) .
Therefore, it is necessary to understand how each data type is stored in order to keep accuracy for string converting operations (Clapson, 2014) .
To illustrate how to convert any string to numbers, there are two methods to perform this operation: The first one is simply using the ASCII value of each character, while the second method uses a coding system (for handling numbers, punctuation, all alphabet characters and other non-printable characters). This system involves performing a mapping operation for each character to a unique number which can be considered as an ID that uses to identify each character in the range for 26 alphabet characters plus one number for non-printable characters and spaces.
The main goal for this operation is to reduce the hidden cost of the internal operations (calculations and mapping operations) that consuming both CPU time and memory space. It is important to mention that this step will be used in the next stages of the proposed system for speeding up the string operations.
The input data files are collected from various resources which may contain unwanted symbols. The second step in the lexical analysis stage consists of two operations: data cleaning and file filtering. The first operation used to extract words from the input character stream (i.e., Removing: ",", ".", "?", "&", etc.) with special processing for some cases such as "we're" "we are" and "B.S."
"BS" and soon. The resulted files from this operation may or may not contained at a that can be used in the next stages. Hence, file filtering operation must be done on all resulted files; exclusively those contain data with collective meaning for using their content in the next stages while rejecting other files. Step 3: Copying to a buffer. \\Copy each letter to buffer (temporary array) which has a numeric name for each file (i.e., The first file → 0, the second file→ 1… and so on) to speed up the process of word extracting.
Algorithm
Step 4: Buffers Filtering.\\Passes only non-empty buffers.
Step 5: Print in files. \\Print the resulted buffers in files that have corresponding names of the buffers. End;
The result of this stage is a group of files with different sizes because each contains a variable number of words with variable length for each word.
Building main dictionary stage:
This stage implies the following two steps:
1. Reduce the search space step:
• Stop-word extraction operation.
• Stemming operation. 2. Statistical analysis step (2-level hashing index system).
The first step consists of two operations: The first operation used to extract all stop-words that appeared in the dataset because:
• The retrieval operations consume time that depends on the search space size.
• These words appeared in all documents. This will cause retrieval nomination of all documents. Hence, the system accuracy will be reduced either.
• These words are not discriminating information that the user need.
This operation was implemented using the precomplied stop-words lists such as Van Rijsbergen (1979) and Fox (1992) list (Van Rijsbergen, 1979) . In this study the Fox (1992) list was used for extracting and computing the stop-words frequency and to give each one of these words weight values according to two bases:
• The number of documents contains the stop-word • The word frequency in all documents.
The reason for using the pre-complied stop-word list beside to the use of automatic stop-word detection system in the next stage is many words such as (preposition, conjunction, interjection, etc.) do not have any relevant meaning even it has less or high frequency; it also spread in a large number of documents. Hence, it is better to remove these words at this stage to satisfy the best system performance.
Algorithm (2): Stop words Removal Algorithm
Objectives: Reduce the search space that leads to reduce the required time for overall execution using the new proposed method. Input: Arbitrary number of text files. Output: The stop-word file plus the same number of input text files with reduced-size.
Step 1: Determine stop-words list (Fox, 1992) .
//Define the pre-complied a list of stop-words (i.e., An array of bytes of two dimensions) that defined by Fox (1992 Step 6: Print in files. //When reaching to the end of each file Print Array B in a file with a numeric name, d = 0, then go to step2.
Step 7:
Create stop word file. //Print all stop-words with its repetition and no. of files that appeared on it. End; Fuction1: Check Words. //Check if the word is exactly matched one of the words that listed in "Stop-words"; if the matching result is true then increased the count of the similar word. Then check the file name if this word appears in this file for the first time, increase the count of files for this word by one. Else if the result is false: For I = s to e step 1 do
The result of this step is files corresponds to the original files with less size beside one additional file contains the stop-words list, its frequency and the number of files that appears in.
Ones the resulted files are obtained from the previous step it is appropriate to use the stemming operation on them in identifying the roots of all words. In this study, the Porter Stemming Algorithm used which is considered as the most popular stemming method prepared by Martin Porter in 1980. Porter Stemming Algorithm is a conflation Stemming Algorithm. It is based on the idea of the suffixes in the English language are mostly made up of a combination of smaller and simpler suffixes, so it is a suffix removal algorithm. It has six steps, in each step, certain rules are applied until one of them passes the conditions. If a rule is accepted, the suffix is removed accordingly and starts executing the next step. The first two steps deal with plurals and past participles, the next two steps are designed for words that contain double suffixes, such as: FUZZIFICATION→FUZZIFI→FUZZY Last two steps do the tidying up; i.e., Making it presentable (Jivani, 2011; Ramasubramanian and Ramya, 2013) . Figure 2 presents a simple example for stemming process.
The limitation of this algorithm is the result stem words which are not always the original words. The algorithm implies sixty rules; for this reason, it is considered a time consuming algorithm (Jivani, 2011) . In this study, the system used the porter algorithm with a difference in the nature of its input; the algorithm was converted in a simple way to deal with input numbers that represent strings (not the strings themselves). The result of this process consists of files corresponding to the original, but with less size due to the stop-words extraction and stemming operations. After reducing the search space, the system must be able to partition the search space for providing ef access to information based on a key number. This can be done using a proper hashing algorithm because there is a strong evidence that ensures hash tables are much faster than others tree-structured indexes. It allows the system to look up the required information in constant time for access. Hashing is also simple to implement, safe to use an arbitrary method as a black box and expect good performance (Richter et al The basic idea of hashing resides in transforming the data points from the original search space into a Hamming space with binary hash codes. So, the storage cost for each transition will be reduced. Hence, the query speed can be improved (Zhang and Li, 2014) Hash functions are different in their behavior in terms of collisions. This situation will appear keys trying to reach the same hash table location. There Res. J. Appl. Sci. Eng. Technol., 13(12): 885-894, 2016 889 Stemming process (Ramasubramanian and Ramya, The result of this process consists of files corresponding to the original, but with less size due to words extraction and stemming operations. After reducing the search space, the system must be able to partition the search space for providing efficient access to information based on a key number. This can be done using a proper hashing algorithm because there is a strong evidence that ensures hash tables are much structured indexes. It allows the ired information in constant time for access. Hashing is also simple to implement, safe to use an arbitrary method as a black box and et al., 2015) . The basic idea of hashing resides in transforming original search space into a Hamming space with binary hash codes. So, the storage cost for each transition will be reduced. Hence, the query speed can be improved (Zhang and Li, 2014) .
Hash functions are different in their behavior in This situation will appear when two keys trying to reach the same hash table location. There are two techniques that are mainly used to deal with collisions. One of them tries to handle the occurring conflicts, while the other technique is to completely avoid collisions. This will be achieved through using different techniques such as changing. Figure 3 presents the most important hashing data structures and surveys their behavior (Grill, 2014) .
Thus, the next step in this stage is statistical analysis, which means performing the hashing index operation for all files using the first two letters of each word; they are used to define a hash function (H) value; which must be bounded within the range [0.... One of them tries to handle the occurring conflicts, while the other technique is to completely avoid collisions. This will be achieved through using different techniques such as changing. Figure 3 presents the most important hashing data structures and surveys , the next step in this stage is statistical which means performing the hashing index operation for all files using the first two letters of each word; they are used to define a hash function (H) value; which must be bounded within the range [0....N-1]. Where, N is the number of possibilities for the first character multiplied be the number of possibilities for H(M) is an integer 1]; M is the string that must mapped to a unique number lay in the defined is a hashing index function. In this step, the hash function was used to enumerate the first two letters of each word. The used 
Step1: Establish the Coding
Step 6: Mapping Words. //Mapping each word to 729 file that has the same name of the first two characters according to the H(M) that calculated using the above equation.
Step 7: Mapping files. // Specify a file name that contains each word, convert it to an array of bytes, then combined it with each word in the resulted files.
Step 8: Print in files. //Print the results in files that have the names of the first two characters. End;
The resulted files of the hashing function are organized according to the hashing value. This simple function provides an indexing technique such that the resulted values can be used as leading address for each data item. This allows for fast access for specific information with the possibility of using parallel searching for several patterns as one disconnected pattern.
At the end of this step, the first prototype of the main dictionary was completed by converting the unstructured text data into structured data. This makes the text retrieval operations and other text mining processes faster and easier to be used. In order to complete the proposed system for discovering most words properties, the next stage contains extracts other word properties.
Indexing of database system: This stage consists of four steps:
• Statistical analysis step (3-level hashing index system) • File Tailing • Word Histogram • Determine the most frequent words in this dataset.
In the first two steps, the hash function was used for indexing and sorting all words in each file using the first five letters by taking the advantage of the first two letters which have taken from the previous stage and used a file name. Thus, in this stage the next three letters are used with respect to the index of each file, they were obtained from the last stage:
H(M) = (27 2 xch 3 +27xch 4 +ch 5 ) +V 0
Where, fn 0 is the value of the first character taken from the file name; fn 1 is the value of the second character taken from the file name; {cg3, ch4 & ch5} are the indexes of third, fourth and fifth characters taken from the word. File tailing is used in the proposed system for selecting words with (1 to 5) characters and truncates the first five letters from the words that have length more than 5 letters with flag for each word. This indicates that whether the length of the word was larger than five letters or not. This step was used for two reasons:
• Reduce the storage space that required to store the dataset.
• Reduce the search time as possible by reducing the search space, taking in consideration the system efficiency.
The reason for limiting the word length to five letters for encoding purpose is due to the results of conduct analysis that was made to define the relation between the lengths of all words and their occurrence frequencies using three big datasets; it was found that the most frequent word lengths are ranging from 1 to 5; the total of occurrences of theses length constitutes around (%70.64) for dataset1, (%72.39) for dataset 2 and (%73.72) for dataset3, as shown the Fig. 4 .
The frequency of each word length is calculated in order to:
• Determine the list of most frequent words (which have no discriminating weight for matching/ searching or retrieval systems); these words have a negative effect on the operations costs in terms of time and space beside to its bad effects on the overall system efficacy.
• Compute the weight for each word in the dataset according to its frequency and the number of documents holding this word.
In this study, the list of most frequent words was produced, taking the highest 20-word frequency for each file in the dataset. It is worth mentioning that word weights can be used to determine the least and most significant words in each dataset. This feature is very useful for any retrieval system.
Algorithm (4): indexing document system
Objectives: produce an indexing database file for calculating words weight and determine the non-significant word list. Input : Text files with any number of files including stop word file. Output : Three Text files only.
Step 1 : Establish the Coding Table. //Building a coding system. Tbl1() // Array of the integer numbers For I = 0 to 255 step 1 do Set Tbl1(I) ← 26 //an initial value for all printable and non-printable characters End For For I = 0 to 26 step 1 do //Establish the Coding Table Set Tbl1(I + 65 Step 2: Read Text files.// For each Text file Read all the content of this file as an array of bytes except the stop word file that will not change.
Step 3: End Trim. //Remove spaces from the end of the file.
Step 4: Remove Double Space. //Convert double spaces to single space.
Step 5: Find v0. //For each indexed file using the name of each file such as V0=27^4*ch1+27^3*ch2
Step 6: Determine hash value: //For each word in the file using v0 and the next three letters in each word.
H(M) =(27^2*ch3+27*ch4+ch5) +v0
Step 7: File Tailing. //Select the first five letters only from each word with flag for words with length>5.
Step 8: Word Histogram.//On the word hash value counting the frequency for each word.
Step 9: Counting files. //Counting the files that contain each word depending on the hash value of each word.
Step 10: Sorting words.//Depending on words frequency using the bubble sort algorithm.
Step 11: Determine the most frequent words.// Finding the 20 maximum repetitions of all words in each file and fill the list of the most frequent words.
Step 12: Print in files. //Print the original stop word file and the remaining results will show as follows (word, length flag, no. of files, word freq.) in two files. -Most frequent word files -Remaining words file //contain all words except most Freq. words. End;
The results of this stage were registered in three files (i.e., Stop-words file, most frequent words file (common non-stop words file) and the remaining words file). The first file, which is the same file that extracted at the second stage, contains the pre-complied stopwords list with their frequency. The second file contains the most frequent words that appeared in the dataset with their frequency and the number of files holding that word. The last file contains all words that appeared in the dataset with the same information as in the most frequent words file for each word.
DATASETS
In order to test the system performance, in this study work a set of tests applied on three big datasets were conducted. The datasets are: Table 1 : The time that took in each step for traditional and enumeration methods
Step Dataset 2: It is a standard dataset taken from the training and test text corpora by Burnard (1976) . The size of files ranging within [1KB-6,250KB]. The whole files occupy 541MB.
Dataset 3: It is standard dataset obtains from Pizza and Chili (Ferragina and Navarro, 2005) . The size of files ranging between [1KB-29.633KB). The files cover the size 2.10GB.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this study, all algorithms were implemented using visual C# 2015 and operated on computer with Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-2600; CPU @ 2.60 GHz; 16 GB RAM; OS: Microsoft Windows 10.
Each step of the proposed system was tested through two experiments. The first one was made for testing the system performance using numeration operations rather than dealing with string operations.
The second experiment conducted by excluding the use of string operation so it works with the string as the most systems doing (traditional method). Table 1 shows the comparison results between the two experiments (of three datasets). The results show the effectiveness of the proposed method when using an enumeration operation for dealing with string. In stemming step the same result attained as the original Porter stemming do, but with less runtime required. Table 2 presents the size reduction at each stage in the dataset. This may consider as a preliminary file compression stage, which can be used to consolidate storage in both block storage and file system that contains only the most important information of the dataset.
The test results showed that the designed system will reduce the execution time around 80% for the overall system while maintaining the results accuracy. Also, we can notice that the baseline of the execution time will increase dramatically with the size and the matching operations that required in each execution for the traditional methods. So, it can be noticed that the larger elapsed time was in stop-words extraction stage for both experiments (traditional and numeric based methods); this due to the number of the matching operations that required to decide about whether reach word is a stop-word or not. The net profit time obtained in each text operation with excluding the writing and reading operation for all files are shown in Table 3 . This table emphasis that the optimum saved time is occurring in the stop-words step due to speeding-up comparisons and converting operations.
The achieved speeds up results agree with the results given by other research articles (Cox, 2002) .
CONCLUSION
The proposed system provides fast and efficient instrument for string operations, which is based on the string conversion ability. The attained test results showed that the proposed system significantly reduces the required time of each operation; as shown in Table  1 . Hence, this system will save up to 50% of the execution time with controlling the accuracy of the resulted files; this can save investments in both time and hardware.
Also, this study builds a text-mining dictionary using many text-mining tools, hashing functions and numeration operations in order to provide a fixable dictionary. This dictionary can be used for fast text retrieval systems because of its small size comparing with the original dataset, as shown in Table 2 . Then, the third stage is added to the system to extract words characteristic of large-scale textual data, visualizing them with high performance and extracts the most and least significant word for each dataset.
For future work, more advance numeric analysis can be applied to the resulted dictionary files to improve the response time for retrieval systems. This can be done using a combination of two or more similarity measures with complementary weighting methods.
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